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ABSTRACT 

A model scale study of the bearing capacity of single 

piles and pile groups with a small LID ratio in clay under -ver

tical and axial loads has been performed.It was investigated how 

the pile spacing, driving energy, number of piles and time factor 

effects the bearing capacity of pile groups.Experimental results 

have been compared with the theoretical values. In this study 

for the interpretation of test results, a statistical analysis 

method called Latin Square was used. 
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OZET 

Kil zemin igerisinde kazJ.k grupl().r~nJJl tU§~JJ1U t,itc-Ll huklo.nd.a 

bir model galJ.§ma yapJ.lml.~tJ.l". K~zl.klal" arasl.ndaki mesafel1..in, gal~ma 

enerj:ls1niu, grup ·taki kazl.k saYl.sl.nl.n va zaman factorU.nUn ta§J.ma 

gUcUnu nasl.l ve ne ornuda etkiledigi araetJ.rl.ldl.. Den'eysel 13orlu<]lnr 

ver:l.l on bil" istat istil: analiz yontemi deneylerin yorumlanrnasl.nda 

kullanl.lc1l. •. 
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CHAPTER L: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. GENERAL 

Piled foundations have been used for well beyond the last 

thousand years. "Piled foundations are universally accepted as 

the traditional form of foundation in 'bad' condition .•••.•••• 

Numereous examples are known of failure of piled foundation but 

the successful ones must also be remembered, most of the ancient 

city of Amsterdam, dating from . fourteenth century, is still 

standing on original wooden piles •••. fI(Little 1961). Also, many 0 

of the monumental buildings along the shores of Istanbul are 

standing on wooden piles.Before the seventeenth ce~tury, since 

there was an abounding supply of timber and cheap labour, as many 

piles were driven as the ground would take. Resulting settlements 

were of little concern, since the prevalant types of structu.re 

could withstand considerable amounts of differential settlement 

without any damage . ( Terzae;hi and Peck 1948). The industrial 

revolution created a demand for heavy but expensive structures 

wi thin \lJhich the cost of piled foundations became an item of' 

consequence_. Since then, various empiric;al pile driving formulae 

have been developed in order to forecast the minimum nUJ!lber of 

piles necassary to support a given structural load. 

1.2. I~WORTANCE OF MODEL STUDIES 
/ 

In Engineering experim~nting is the best and most reliable 

- method to obtain enlightening results and fruitful conclusions. 

An engineer always takes into account two things, mainly : 

safety and economy. In many cases experiments have proven to be 

inapplicable for the main reason of their being uneconomic81~ 

But this disadvantage of experimentine; is overcome by the 

introduction of models . Hodels serve the purpose of experimentin 

and are more advantageous due to economy, ease of handling ard 
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availability at any time. 

The cost of making full-scale tests of groups and the need 

for a bed of homogenous soil of considerable depth prevents 

full-scale comparative tests of groups with difeerent numbers and 

spacing of piles. Therefore model piles and model groups are more 

preferable in Foundation Engineerin~. 

In spite of uncertainity concerning the scale effect between 

soil models and prototypes, model tests have been used in various 

investigations of group action in order to overcome the problems 

causedby high loading, inconsistency of sub-soil material, and 

the diffuculty pf controlilied-testing procedures associated in the 

field. The major published model-scale investigation~ in clay 

were carried out by Whitaker (1957,1960?~ Sowers (1961), and 

Saffery and Tate (1961). All these tests were carried out to 

investigate the performance of pile groups under ultimate load 

conditions and consequently focus on the prediction of failure 

loads. 

This study was designed -to investigate the ultimate bearing 

capaci ty (UBe) of model single piles and pile groups \~i th asmall 

LID ratio in clay, under vertical and centric loading. Results 

obtained have been compared with the various idealised analytical 

and experimental results available and agreement has been found. 

The behaviour of slngle piles under! axial load and the interaction 

problem between closely spaced piles have been investigated. 
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design systems have necessarily beeh developed from experiences 

depending on ernprical assumptions coupled wi th attemped generali,~ 

zations of sets of consistence. 

During the p?-st two decades important advances have been 

made .in investigation technique using instrumented piles to 
\ 

record the manner in which frictio~ piles transfer their load 

to the supporting soilC Tomlinson 1970, Cooke and Price 1973, 

Buttekfield and Johnston 1973,· Kuizomi and Ito 1967 mainly). 

2.2.2. DEFINITION 01? PILES 

Essentially a pile is an elongated body C or columnar ) 

installed in the ground for the purpose of transmitting forces 

to the ground. 

The purpose of any foundation is to transmit loads orforces 

to the ground without excessive settlement. A piled foundation 

is used where it is necessary to carry the load to an under~ying 

stratum through a weak or compressible material or through water. 

In a typical case the decision to use piling would probably be 

made if the site investigation showed a bed of rock, gravel or 

comp~ct sand beneath depozits of , alluvial silt, soft clay or 

peat which too expensive to remove or to excavate through. 

When a pile carries a substantially axial force directed 

on to its head, ,as in the case of a/ vertical pile beneath the 

buildine:, it is called a "bearing pile". Piles are also used 

for resisting harizantal forces or moments as in a dolphin or 

a port. Where they are called upon to resist upvJard fo rces they 

may be called tension or anchor piles. "Sheet" piles are instal

led in rows and are shaped so that the sides of each pile inter~ 

lock with those of .its nei ghbours to form a continuous bUlkhead. 

Piling is ·oftenmed irl deep beds of clay. The pile is 
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supported in this case mainly by the adhesion or frictional 

action of the ulay on the surface of the pile shaft. Such piles 

are termed "friction piles". 

All piles obtain support from both the frictional forces on 

the surface of their shaft and from direct bearing on their 

bases or point~, but generally one of these components and the 

division into "end-bearing" and IIfrictionU piles is simply a 

convenient terminology. 

2.2.3. PILE INSTALLATION 

To describe in detail the yarious forms of piling equip

ment would be lenghty and out of keeping with the main purpose 

of this study. However, a short summary will be given. 

Drop hammers are widely used for driving piles, the 

hammer being lifted on a rope by a which and allowed to fall onto 

pile head by releasing a clutch on the winding drum, the falling 

hammer dragging the rope and reversing the motion of the drum. 

Sometimes provision is made for the hammer to be released from 

the rope by a trigger, a~lowing it to fall freely. 

Power hammers are operated by steam , compressed air or 

internal combustion (dieselj. 

Pile driving by vibration has been employed during the 

last two decades as an alternative to hammens. In this method 
/ 

the pile is vibrated in a vertical direction by a unit rigidly 

connected to the. pile head. The vibration is comminicated to the 

soil immediately around the pile, . causin~ a reduction in shear 

strength and th~ piJ?:e sinks into the ground under its OlJln weight 

and that of the vibrator unit. 

If the driving is carried out incorrectly, breaking or 

crushing of the pile can occur. Steeili piles carl be damagei at 

the pile head and if overdriven a~ainst an obstruction, the lower 
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end may be computed or bent out of the straight. 

To prev~nt damage of the head of a concrete pile from 

hammer' blows a "helmet tr is used, often called a tf cushion" in 

contact with the concrete. 

THe choice of hammer weight depends on the plant in US8, 

but with drop hammers and single acting hammers, it is desirable 

that the weight of the hammer should be at least half that of pile 

2.2.4. PILE DRIVING FORIVJULAE 

The effort needed b~ anyone driving a stake or a rod into 

the ground depends on the "resistance" of the ground . For -nearly 

two centuries engineers have appl-ied this idea to pile driving 

and many mathematical expres-sions termed "driving formulae~ or 

"dynamic formulae" have been devised for calculating the resis

tance. 

Driving formulae are simple idealizations of a complex 

event. They are based on the action -of the hammer on the pile 

in the last stage of its embedment and this can be presented by 

some simple mechanicle principle. 

It is assumed that: 

(a) The hemmer and the pile may be treat~d as impinging 

particles, 

(b) the hammer gives up its all energy on impact, 

(c) on impact a resistance R to the motion of the pile is 

immetiadetely generated which remains constant vJhile 

the pile moves a distance's! 

The available energy of the hammer is VlH and the work 

done in overcoming the resistance is'Rs', so that: 

\Il.H=R.s 

where W: weight of the hnmmer 
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H: height of fall of the hammer 

R: the driving resistance 

s: the net distance the pile is driven by a blow. 

This is an elemantar~ formula kno\'Jn as the Sanders formula. 

A.IVI. Wellington in 1888 assumed that: 

"Under the hammer blow the resistance increases to the 

value R in an elastic manner as the pile is displaced, remains 

constant for further displacement and then falls to zero In an 

elastic Wanner as the pile rebounq.s. ,II 

Thus , ... . \J • H:; R. (s + c /.2 ) 

Where 'c' is the elastic displacement of the pile head . 

For drop hammers, the most famous formula is the Ene;ineerin 

News formula, 

vJ • H:: R. (s + 2.5 ) 

where Hand s are measured in centimeter. 

There have been several driving formulae given in the eX) 

literature. But the main idea is the following: 

"All driving formulae owe their existance to the assumption 

that the driving resistance is equal to the ultimate bearing 

capacity (UBC in short) of the pile under -static loading." 

Hiley's formula is used in Britain more than any other. 

Variants of the Engineering-News f ormula are most commonly used 

in the United States, and other countries have other preferences. 

• J 

(x? Vlhitaker,T."The design of piled foundations"~Pergamon PRess . 
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2.3. A REVIEW O~\ PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON SINGIJE P!LES 

Numerous investigators have attempted to solve the basic 

problem of predictin~ the ultimate bearing capacity (UBe) of a 

single pile under axial load by semi-emprical methods based on 

the field measurements (Boonstra 1963,Curnmings 1950, llaster 1949 

Mortensen 1948, Moore 1949,Plantama 1948). 

Beyerhof (1951) summarized and reviewed the earlier work 

and developed on approximate theory for the UBC of deep and 

shallow foundations. His analysis were based on a study of the 

equilibrium of such systems, coupled with an approximate applica

tion of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion on an assumed kinema-

tic failure mode(i.e. that the failure surfaces are either plane 

or logaritmic spirals) and that the effect of body forces can be 

linearly superimposed on the "weightless ~aterial" solutions. 

The theoretical results thus obtained were expressed in the same 

form as Terzaghi I s well kno~m equation for predicting the UBC 

for shallow footings (Terzaghi's 19437 

. T B 
q = cN+pN,.. +- ~- Nv 

lJ c, 0-""1 2 0 

where q: ultimate normal pressure at the base 
lJ 

c: apparent cohesion of the soil 

p: overburden pressure at base level 
0 / 
~ : soil unit weight 

B: width of the base 

Nc ,Nq and N~ are bearing capacity, factors which depend on the 

depthof embedment, shape and roughness of the base and the appa

rent angle of fr~ction ¢ of the soil. Meyerhof found that his 

theoretical results when compared with the laboratory test 

results, generally agreed to within ± 15 96.A series of the lab. 
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test results on the ultimate bearinf, capaciy of a pile were also 

reported(l~leyerhof 1951). He showed that the UBC of a pile driven 

in cohesive soil was found to increase with time, but the contri

bution made by end bearing remained constant. 

For a saturated soil in undrained conditions (l'or¢JO ,Ng=l ,NlO 

equation 2.3.1 simplified to 

q = cN,..tp, 
I) '- 0 

The model and full scale tests described by Meyerhof and 

Murdock (1953), Golder and Leonard (1954), Whitaker and Cooke 

(1966) recorded values of the ultimate end bearing of a pile . 

which were within 1: 20% of the predicted value based on eq'ns 

(2.3.1 and 2.3.2) using ~=9 and 

Summarising all the methods' of determining the ultimate end 

load resistance available, Skemp~on (1959) also conducted full 

scale experiments in fissured London clay and evaluated IC I 

(undrained cohesion at the level of the' base) from the equation 

qtJ= Nc cb using Nc=~. They found that ·val ues of c \-Jere smaller than 

the mean undrained shear strength obtained fro~ triaxial tests 

which supported their postulate regarding the strength o~ a 

fissured clay. It was concluded that the shear strength obtained 

in the field test, where the volume of the soil failure zone was 

sufficiently large to induce a repres9ntative set of fissures, 

most truly represents the fissured strengh of the suil. It was 

therefore suggested that for calculating ultimate end bearing 

resistance a factor should be used. ' with the above e~pression,i. 

where N: 9, the normally accepted bearing capacity factor 

for clay 

c: the shear strength taken from the mean shear strength 
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depth profile given by triaxial compression tests, 

W : a coefficient for mddifying c to give the equivalent 

f fissured I strength (0. 7~w~ 1.0) 

Skempton (1966) commented that the conventional shear 

strengh measured in the laboratory was not necessarily the same 

as the stren~h beneath a pile base. 

'where 

The load carried by a pile can be considered as: 

P = Qs t Qb ( 2 • 3 • 4 ) 

Qj frictional resistance contribution to P along the 

surface of the shaft, 

Q: Base resistance contribution to P 
b 

Similarly the ultimate load carrying capacity Pu of the pile can 

be written 

Pu = Qsut Q bu (2.3.5) 

where Q ~ ultimate frictional resistance 
5U 

Qw: ultimate base load 

The evaluation of Qbuhas already been discussed. Incidenta 

Banarjee (1970) deduced from his elastic analysis that the end 

load carried by piles (of length L and diameter D), both compres

sible and rigid (20~L/D~40) was approximately 7.5 percent of the 

total load. 

Thev values of Q and Qbobviously depend primarly upon the 
:su u 

soil state immediately adjacent t~ the pile shaft, and therefore 

really on the whole story of -load transfer between tpe pile shaft 

and the soil. The clay around the shaft of bored piles rnny also 

have softened due to remoulding ~nd swollen in the presence of 

free water. Meycrhof and Murdock (1953) found that the softened 

zone extended to about 2 in. from the shaf t face of the bored 

cast-in-situ piles in London clay. The stren~ht of the cl~y in 

this zone was reduced by the initial increase in moisture canten 

occurring during construction. Even less is known of the \~ay in 
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which effective stresses, which fundamentally govern the bahaviour 

of the whole system, are modified by the various disturbances 

. particularly within the thin "skin" of soil immediately adjacent 

to the pile shaft. 

Accepted practice is to express the ultimate shaft resis

tance of a pile in clay as; 

where 

Q :: As c ex su 

A~ shaft surface area in contact with the soil 

c: mean undrained cohesion over the lenght 

~: nondimensional adhesion factor (0.2~«~1) 

Therefore, the ' evaluation of ex in the equ'n (2.3.5) is of prime 

importanceiri the determination of the contribution made by the sh 

s?aft. Skempton (1959) re'commended ., after assessing many load 

tests in London clay, that the value of ~ would be 0.3 to 0.6 

in this material for cast-in-situ piles. The reason for the 

reduction in shaft adhesion was thought to be mainly due to 

softening of the clay in the sides of the borehole, brought 

about thiefly by stress release and subsequent swelling (due to 

wetting) (Skempton 1966). Whitaker and Cooke (1966) suggested 

that the value given to the coefficient ~ ought to be assessed 

in relation to the method by which c was evaluated for the 

mean shear strenght depth profile, based usually on triaxial 

compression tests on specimens fr9ID tube samples, obtained via 

site investigation made in the current commercial manner. (They 

used ex :0.44) •. Burland(1966) also found the value of ex to be 

less than unity, and recommended that fmr design of bored piles 

in London clay, Values of ~ should be between 0.4 and 0.45 

in accordance with Bkempton (1966). 
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'l'omlinson (1970) carried out an experimental investigation 

on adhesion of piles in stiff London clay using in?trumented 

close ended 6.625 in (160 mm) outside diametem steel tubes, 

of lenghts ranging f rom 3 m, 4.~ m, 6 m long (L/D: 18,27,36). 

~o find the eff ect of diff erent installation methods, -he used 

similar pairs of jacked -and driven (by drop hammer), and mainte

ned loading tests were perf ormed on each. lIe found, after 28 ' days 

that the driven piles had considerably higher peak failure loads 

than the jacked piles. The rate of the load transference from 

the shaft was similar for jacked and driven piles, but in the 

latter case, the clay appeared to be bonded more strongly to the 

pile surf ace. The adhesion factor~, derived from mean peak loads 

of the piles driven into stiff clay, decreased from about 0.85 

for the shortest piles to 0.65 for the longest piles. The piles 

driven through soft clays into stiff clays showed adhesion factor 

of the same order as those driven into stiff clays only. Some of 

the soft clay was dragged down with piles driven through it into 

stiff clay, this extended ilp to 16 to 18 diameters and p r f3surnably 

caused some reduction in the value of ~ attributed to the stiff 

clay. In some cases it was found that the adhesion in this case 

was higher than tha t for piles driven into the stiff clay. This 

was merely due to the gap which existedaround the upper part of 
/ ' 

the shaf t having been filled with p articularly consolidated soft 

clay, the prese,nce of a skin of sand or sandy clay increased the 

skin f ricti on along the same section beyond that developed in 

the soft clay case. 

Butterfield and Johnston -(1973) inveiti gated the stress 

acting on an instrumented steel pile (100 mm. external diameter, 

4 m. long L/D:33) pene~rating at a constant rate in London clay. 
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The adhesion factors ~ which they found are for driving and 

extraction respectively. These varied along the shaft, b~t in 

~eneral, appeared to be reduced very slightly with increasing dis

tances from the pile toe, although nemaining consistently higher 

in tbe upper 15 diameters of the pile length. It is noticable 

that their mean ~ value applicable at any penetration was rather 

lower for extraction (ranging from 0.6 to 0.8) th~n for 

driving (ranging from 0.7 to 1.2). It iz worthwhile ~entionin5 

at this stage that the higher adhesion factor ~ near the pile 

toe may also relate to the problem of qu higher than Cu found 

by many investigators, as diccussed in the earlier ·part of -this 

~ection. 

Cooke and Price (1973) plooted their measured shear strength 

distrubmtion predictred by an elastic analysis. The predicted and 

observed results were in reasonable aggrement, except near the 

pile toe where the observed values were higher. They found that 

the mean value of adhesion factor ~ was 0.46 in penetration at 

crp, which was within the expected range. They also noticed that 

the increase in ~ with depth in the load test was consistent with 

the observations of stress transfer at working loads. 

Butterfield and Johnston (1973) observed that at penetration 

depths below 4 pile diameters, the numerical value of the total 

radial stress was to range between~- to 8 times the value of c~ 

profile of the soil and which corresponded reasonably with the 

available elastic-plastic ana}ysis,(Butterfield and Banarjee 1970)~ 

From their measured vertical shear and radial stress, recorded 

locally on the pile shaft, they were able to predict an effective 
o 0 

interface friction angle (6) which varied between 4 and 20 with 
o D 

72 % of 200 measured values falling within the range of 10t3. 
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So far the governing factons for assessing the UB6 of the 

toe and the shaft resistance of a friction pile in clay have been 
) 

discusse~. The selection of a factor of ~afety for calculating 

the working load is influenced by both the need for safety 

against catastrophic failure, and in some circumstances, particu-

larly in pile groups, by settlement considerations. Whitaker and 

Cooke (1966) demonstrated that the components of shaft and base 
, 

resistance are mobilesed independently during the penetration 

of a pile. ~or a given proportion of mobilizationof ultimate 

shaft resistance, settlement increased with shaft diameter and 

full mobilisation occured at a head displacement of betweeri 0.5 % 

and 1.0 % of the shaft diameter. ~his appeared to be independent 

of the shaft length for both plain and enlarged base piles. 

~hey proposed that the working load be vvaluated by the following 

expression: 

~ Qsu Qbu 
= - + (2.3.7) 

F Po Fb 

where ~\Foverall factor of safety to obtained load 

~. factor of safety for shaft resistance s· 

~: factor of safety for base resistance 

The investigations of Burland (1966) showed that there is 

a unique non-dimensional relationship between load ratio ( gig) 
tJ 

and settlement ratio (p/B) over a wide ran~e of depths at a 

Eiven site up to one third of the ultimate load (q). The settleme 

relationship was approximately linear and expressible as; 

where 

P ID = K. (q/ qu ) 

p: settlement of pile 

TI: diameter of pile 

K: a constant determinable from the slope of a non-
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dimensional plot of the plate load test. 

(for London clay they found that K: O. 02 approximately). 'llheir 

field observations have shown that the magnitude ,of ~he long term 

consolidation settlement of deep foundations , in the heavily over 

consolidated London clay, is usually compared with the short 

term settlement. 

~lhi taker and Cooke (1966) observed that the consolidation 

settlement of an axially loaded pile was usually negligible when 

compared with the immediate settlement. The time-dependent 

settlement of a single pile due to the dissipation of excess 

pore water poressure was analysed approximately by . Poulos and 

Davis (1968). When a single pile is loaded, the major part of 

the settlement apperantly occurs immediately even under the 

assumption of completely undrained conditions, although the rate 

of consolidation of the single pile-soil system (as expected) 

was generally slower than that of a surface footing of the same 

base dimensions. Hutler and ~orton (1970) showed,from the results 

of load tests on single piles in clay that the settlement of 

a single pile consisted of two parts, one recoverable and the 

other a residual "permanent set". They established an essentially 

unique relation b\et~Jeen the load ratio (P /Pu ) and the settlement 

performance of a particular type of pile on a specific soil, 

vlhich su~~ested that the settlement of 'a pile became largely 

non-recoverable beyond a critical ~alue of load ratio around 

0.6 to 0.7. However there was still a linear relation between 

load ratio and recoverable settlement beyond one third of the 

ultimate load. Cooke and Price (1973) loaded their piles within 

the working load range (0.3 and 0.57 times ultimate load) and 

observed that the system behaved elastically in both loading 
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and unloading. 

Ottoviani (1975) has produced elastic analysis using a 

three dimensional .ttini te ~lement technique by incorparating 

parameters embeded length of pile, depth of rigid layer and 

"Compressibility ratios, (ratio of Young IVlodulus of the pile 

material to that of the soil). Results he presented like stiff

ness characteristic, shear and vertical stresses distribution 

agree well with those given by Mattes and Poulos (1969) ana 

Butterfield and Banarjee (19718). He has also produced some 

graphs of a particular case study showing the distrubition of 

principal stresses 6! ) CJ,3 and rs:,( vertical stress) ae;ainst shear 

stress in dimensionless form. Above mentioned stresses become 

neglie;ible at a distance of less than 3 diameters below the pile 

and in the zone above the pile base.~he minor principal stresses 

°
3 

as ,..,ell as Ov was tensile. It is also noticable that the 6i and Ov 

distribution was similar below the pile base but different in 

the area above the pile base ,-,/hene ~ was very small. 

Marsland (1971) conducted in-situ plate loading tests 

to investigate the "elastic modulus" of fissured !Jondon clay at 

two different site for a comparison with results obtained from 

l~boratory triaxial tests. It should be added that determina:tion 

of elastic "moduli" is by no means a "standard" triaxial test 
/ 

technique~ He found that moduli determined from the reloading 

cycles on his pl~tes made at a half of their uBC were appreciably 

greater than those obtained from first loading. The ratios of 

the reloadinE to the first loading ~ (Youne; modulus) varied from 

1.3 at a depth of 6 m. to · l.8 at a depth of 25 m. Values of K 

were attained from the equln 2.3.8 and found to be 0.006 to 0.009 

. tOOl t o o. O? o')iveJ1. by Hurland (1966). Cooke and .Price as agalns • - t. 
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(1973) evaluated the soil shear modulus (~) from the measured 

shear stress and corresponding shear strain along the pile shaft 

which they plotted as l:!; against [E=2(1+f')G, ~O.5J depth. It 

showed that E increased with depth with a mean value of 11 MN/m: 

They actually measured the soil movement aruund their pile as 

it was jacked into .London clay and during a subsequent load test. 

The soil movements were measured by an inclonometer during instal

lation and testing, and showed that the movement was greatest 

within two pile diameters of the shaft was also dete~ted at 

d~stances up to 10 pile diameters from the shaft. The volume 

of the surface heave was approximately two thirds of the embedded 

volume of the pile and maximum upward movement occurred at a 

radius of 1.5 times the pile diameter. 

Koizumi and Ito (1967) also investigated the changes in 

pore water pressure developed in a normally consolidated clay 

due to the effect of pile driving. The pore water pressure recor

ded at various depths immediately after full penetration of a 

pile were ver~ low near the soil surf ace and increased linearly 

with depth reaching the peak value at elevations some where 

above the tip of the pile. 'llhe normal stresses on the pile face 

was almost equal to the induced pore water pressure. The excess 

pore pressure decreased sharply with distance from the interface 
/ 

and reached zero at 6 diamet~rs from it. Tomlinson (1970) observe 

that the pore ~ressure developed around driven ~iles in L~nd0n 

clay was lower than that developed by jacked piles and that the 

former were dissipated more quickly. He explained the phonomenon 

by the fact that rebuund in pile driving might result in t~e 

opening up of fissures in the clay and thus a more rapid dissi

pation of excess pore water pressure. Consequently there wou~d 

also be a gain ih strength throu~h the reconsolidation of the 
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clay around the pile shaft. The high~st pore pressure in cases 

of both driven and jacked piles, were recorded at 2 diameters 

away from the pile surface. 

Jjutterfield and Jjanarjee (1970) presented an analysis of 

the pore pressure due to an idealised model of piles installed 

in a saturated soil. Its dissipation with teme and the resulting 

time dependent variation of pile load carrying capacity. '1'0 

produce this elastic-plastic analysis they assumed that: 

(i) The total stress changes in the elastic range that of an 

ideal incompressible elastmc material characterized by a shear 

modulus (G) and Poisson's ratio (~)(:0.5); and in the plastic 

range, according to the Von lVlisses yield criterion foct = constant 

(ii) ~he pore pressure (~u) increases due to change in the 

:total stress a.s 

"* Llu = D. Ooct + A. ~[oct (2.3.11) 

and * A: (3A-l)/\f2 (2.3.12) 

where ~ctand ~c.t representoctahedral stres components and A is 

the conventional pore pressure parameter. 

(iii) ~he model allows the excess pore pressure to dissipate 

with time according to the Jjiot (1941) theory. They found that 

for normally consolidated clay the mean total stress leve~. at 

the interface within the soil body at the pressure face was 
. / 

approximately 5.5 cLJ and the ~aximum pore pressure . (Llu) varied 

typically between 4 to 6 times Cu (depending on the value of A) 

These decreased linearly becoming -negligible at the elastic-

plastic boundary (approximately 5.5 D from the centre of the 

pile). Thel also showed that the immediate increase in effective 

radial stY'ess at the pile face was nearly zero iind that the 

ultimate load capacity of the driven pile might increase by 

6 to 10 times its value immediately after its having been driven. 
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Uhandler (1968) suggested that the effective lateral 

stresses on the pile surface control the magnitude of the 

friction-particularly when the rate of loading was slow enough 

to ensure drained conditions in the clay along the pile shaft. 

When a pile is loaded the probable mechanism of deformation 

involves the simple shear of a narrow cylinder of clay immediately 

around the pile shaft.In this zone the effective normal pressure 

would be the horizantel effect~vestress Ghl 
and the drained 

strength of the clay around the pile shaft might be presented: 

l = c'+ o~tan ¢' 

and considering the whole length of a pile .L and diameter D. 
L. 

Os" IT D ) C C'+ IJ~ tan (/J') dL (2.3.14) 
c 

In terms of the ultimate resistance per unit area for, 

the above equ'n 2.3.13 could be expressed as; 

- -where Koand ~ are the mean values of K and the effective vertical 

stress 0; respectively. Results of maintened load tests in London 

clay which were compared VJi th this hypothesis using effective 

stress parameters obtained f or remoulded softened specimens, 

shoved a reasonable agreement with the upper limit of the recorded 

values / 

2.4. A REV1EvJ OF PREVlous RESE.AreH , ON PILE GROUPS ' 

During the past three decades attempts have been made both 

experimenta lly (mainly on models), and analytically~ to un~erstan 

the behaviour of pile group s. ~'or financial reasons very fe v,; full 
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scale field investigations have been carried out to study the 

comparative behaviour of pile groups and single piles in detail. 

Khe usual engineerihg practice is to assess the UBC of the pile 

group by multiplying the ultimate capacity of a single constituent 

pile by number of piles in the , group together with an emprical 

"efficiency factor" which has been derived from either an 

"efficiency formulae" or some "rule of thumb". Terzaghi and Peck 

(1948) considered the use of efficiency form to be con~rary to 

, good design, since such formulae do not really take into account 

the various parameters which are known to influence the group 

behaviour. They suggested that for design purposes the behaviour 

of the block composed of the soil and piles within the perimeter 

of the outer piles (subsequently referred to as a "block") 

should be e~amined, especially in the case of closely spaced 

pile groups. ~eck,Hanson ana Thornburn (1953) described a simple 

method of design in which the failure of this "block" is deter

mined by using precisely the same method that has been described 

earlier for a single isolated pile or pier. 

\1hi taker (1857) performed model tests on pile groups 

using pointed 0.125 in (3 mm) diameter brass rods to form 

f.loating capped pile groups of 3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9 sizes. The 

length to diameter ratios of the piles used were 12, 24, 36 and 
/ 

~·8 and the cap s were rigid. ~he clay was a rernoulded brown 

London clay with an undrained shear strength of about 4.5 to 9.5 

kN/m: He principally investigated . the relationship between 

failure criteria of pile group, the number of piles in a group, 

their spacing and the way in which the load was being sh?red 

amongst the piles in the group, "block failure" (wher: failure 

was accompanied by the formation of slip plane joining ths peri-
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meter piles in plan) and "local failure" \associated wi th local 

penetration of some or all piles into the soil). ~'or groups of 

'piles with a specific ~/D ratio and number he found a unioue 

value of spacing for each group at which the mechanism of 

failure changed. ¥or spacings closer than this value, failure 

took place as a "block failure" whereas at wider spacing failure 

seemed to be "local". He observed that the transition from 

"block" to 1I10cal" failere took place at s:2.25 D for .L/D:48 

in 9x9 groups and at progressively closer spacing for shorter 

piles and smaller groups . ~or some groups the transition points 

were beyond the dimensions he used in his experiment (i.e. ' 1.5 

pile diameter spacing). He found, in general , that the efficiency 

(the ratio . of the avarege load per pile when failure of a group 

occurred to the load at failure of a comparable single pile) 

decreased more rapidly when ·the spacing was smaller than that 

cau~ing block failure. 'llhe efficiency of a group increased 

gradually with larger spacing and became . unity at spacings greater 

than 7 pile diameters. He also observed that the change in 

failure mechanism was related to the settlement ratio of a group 

as defined above expect for 3x3 groups ; maximum settlement ratio 

occurred at the ultimate and half the ultimate load for a group 

of .8. given size at the "transition spacing,j between block and 

local failure, and it decreased ra~idly with closer spacing and 

less rapidly with wider spacing • Observing the load distri-

bution between the piles in a group, he found that 1/3rd the 

failure load the corner pile in a group took the largest propor

tion of the applied load relati.ve to the centre one. The propor

tion of the total load taken by individuals piles was distrubuted 

more uniformly with increases in spacing. 
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~fuitaker (1960) extended his investigation on model scale 

pile groups in clay to cover the influence of rigid ground 

contactinE caps. He used the same size of piles as in his previous 

investigation except that he confined his work to DID ratio 48. 

He found the major influence of the ground contacting cap to be 

the generation of "blo~k failures" even at spacing ~p to 4 diame

ters compared with about 2. 25 diameters for the _f loating capped 

groups. The settlement ratioS" for 3x3 pile groups with grolmd 

contacting caps were found to be nearly the same as those with 

floating caps. However for larger groups,thesettlement ratios :for 

ground contacting groups were found to be higher by almost- 20 % 

than those for corresponding floating capped groups. 

Dowers (1961) also performed model to study the behaviour 

of pile groups in a homogeneous clay. Tests were carried out using 

piles of 0.5 and 1.25 in diameter with embedaed lengths of 12, 24 

and 36 diameters in square groups of 2, 4, 9 and 16 piles. They 

found that in all cases, the avarage load per pile (in a group) 

was less than that of a single isolated pile at the same value of 

displacement. The effect of a 3x3 group was as low as 50 % with 

piles a~ 1.5 diameter spacing. At about 2 diameter spacing pile 

groups \IJere observed to fail as a "unit" (i.e. block failure) 

with the suil between piles moving downwards. With the piles at 
/ 

larger spacings efficiency in~reased for almost all groups~ and 

failure occurred in individuals. AT one third of the ultimate 

load on the group of 3x3 piles (s :,2. 5 D7 the corner piles car-

ried 3 times as much load as the centre pile. The p ercentage ' 

difference between the shared loads became smaller with increased 

pile spacing " 'llhey interpreted this unequal distrubi tion as a 

reflection of elastic deformation of the soil by analogy with 

the contact pressure distrubition under a rigid block resting on 
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an elastic half space. ~he contact pressure are greatest at the 

outside corners and at least at the centre of the block. 

Baffery and ~ate (1961) performed model tests on floating 

cap pile groups in remoulded ~ondon clay on 3x3 pile group. The 

dimensions o~ their model piles were 6 mm diameter with ~/D ' ratio 

12, 18, 21+ and 30 . 'l'heir results were in general agreement with 

those p:reviously reported by Whitaker and l::)owers. They found the 

efficiency of 3x3 pile group not to be effected by eccennric 

loadine; v.Ji thin a range of eccentrici ties up to two thirds of 

p'ile spacing. 'l'he mean seettlement at failure under eccentric 

loading (e:2/3s) could be upto twice the settlement measured for 

failure occurring under axial loading on similar groups, but 

difference between the settlement due to the axial and eccentric 

loading was much smaller at half the ultimate load. They explained 

this phonemonen in terms of a change in group behaviour whilst 

the applied load increased from '-Jorking load to ul tirnate load. 

under all conditions of ·loading, they found, the settlement ratio 

of the 3x3 pile groups to be independent of the lenr;th of pile. 

During axial loading the distrubition of load was of course 

symmetrical, but eccentric loading , the row of piles nearest to 

the load application point reached failure, whilst the row furthest 

from that point cB:rried quite neglifoible loads. 

Tate (1963) also reportedft further scale model investigation 

of pile groups in clay using 50 mm diameter piles of 22 in length 

lJ'he report itself is more of an instructive discussion of pile 

group behaviour at model scale than 8 contribution to any specific 

aspect of pile group problems . One important feature menti ,~)ned was 

that due to the driving subsequent piles belone:ing to 8. group , 
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the disturbance . of the soil surrounding embedded pile(s), tended 

to chan~e the load capacitl of individual piles. This however 

depended on the pattern of driving . IJ'he magnitude of such group 

action was primarly depended on spacinB and was noticeable for 

spacings up to 8 diameter. 

Koizomi and Ito (1967) carried out an experimental programme 

on pile f oundations using a 300 mm dia. instrumented piles 5.55m 

long with a 3 diameters spacing between piles in 3x3 groups. 

'l'hey perf ormed cyclic.al loading tests on a single pile .foundation, 

a group pile foundation ( 3x3) and a spread footing, the dimensions 

of which were identical \1i th those of the cap. Their results 

showed that the single pile foundations had a well defined 

failure load, at which the skin friction reached the shearihg 

strength almost simultaneo~sly along w~ole pile shaft. ~or the 

group the load was carried mostly by the corner piles with the 

least load being borne by the centre pile and failure proceeded 

progressively from outer to inner piles. ~he adhesion at fail~re 

on both the single piles and the corner of group was approximately 

equal to the undrained cohesion of the original soil. 'l'he 3ettle

ment equal to the undrained cohesion of the original soil. The 

settlement of the pile group v18s considerably greater than that 

of a single pile at the same average pile load within the 'Illorking 

load range. 

Hrand (1972) conducted a serffies of full scale tests on 

2x2 cap-bearing pile groups embedded in a normally consol~dated 

soft ~angkok clay using timber pile of 15 cm dia. and 6 m. long. 

In their test series they also conducted loading tests on single 

p i 1e s, free-standing pile ~roups and on spread footings of iden-
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tical sizes to the pile cap_ l:)uprisingly they found that the 

value of settlement ratio vJas less than unity for piles spaced 

at 5 D apart. However, the settlement ratios for narrowly spaced 

piles were in good ggreement with the theoretical results. 

Approximate elastic analY$is of axially loaded pile groups 

have been recently published by Poulos (1968), Harvashov (1968), 

Poulos and Mattes (1971 a and b) and Hutterfield and Hanarjee 

(1971 a,b). Poulos presented a basic analysis for settlement 

interaction between two identical in elastic media, and by 

superposition the increase in settlement of a symmetrical pile 

group was predicted. Poulos (1968) published a work on ri~id 

pile groups with a rigid and flexible cap, whereas .Poulos and 

IVlattes (1971 a, b) further improved their analysis by 'caking into 

account of the compressibility ratio between the piles and the 

soi~. However, all of their analysis have been for floating cap 

pile groups. Hutterfield and Hanarjee (1971a) extended their 

analytical method to solve the problem of rigid and compressible 

pile groups with floating caps, taking into account of the other 

piles comprising the group in an elastic finite layer and spaced 

in an arbitrary manner. All of these analysis showed that the 

settlement ratios of pile groups were strongly influenced by the 

ratios of length to diameter, spacing to diameter, the ratio of 

the thickness of elastic layer to t~ pile length and the number 

and the arrangement of piles in a group. 

Butterfield and Banerjee (1971b) extended their studies 

further to encompass the interaction between compressible pile 

groups ~nd a rigid bmooth pile cap resting on the soil surface. 

Their results showed that the load displacement characteristics 
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• 
of similar pile groups with typical floating or contacting caps 

were not very different. Depending on the group size and pile 

spacing the ground contacting cap increased the stiffness of the 

system by 5% to 15%. 

Banarjee (1975a) extended his work on the application of 

elastic theory to the problem of deep foundations and has produced 

a methud of analysis associated with the design of a cap bearing 

pile group, subjected to eccentric load. He showed that in the 

case of short flexible piles, the cap supports as much as 6056 

of the applied load (either vertical load or moment), whereas in 
1 

the case of long rigid piles the proportion supported could be 

as low as 18%. He found that the minimum value of eccentricity 

required to produce tension at the cap soil interface or that 

on the pile head is always larger than 

1/6th of the width of the foundation. 

Cooke (1975) presented quite a practical approach for 

assessing the settlement of the friction pile foundation using 

elastic analysis. He postulatem a mechanism for load transfer 

through the f riction pile shaft to the supporting soil. He 

developed expressions to estimate the base as wellas the shaft 

settlements as a function of elastic/ moduli (E, G,r). These 

expressions were f urther simpli.fied by incorparating the corres

podding ultimate .resistance which finally allows one to use 

emprical relationships such as E/t ... Comparing his expression for 

the shaft settlement [Ps.= -3Qs /2rrL E lOJe(2n) J wi th that given by 

Davis and Poulos(1968) he showed that the settlement of the pile 

carrying a given load P within the elastic ran ge in a cohes ive 

soil is virtually independent of the pile diameter. 
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CHAPTER !5: THE HETHOD OF THE f10DEL STUDY 

3. 1. GENERAL 

The basic philosophy of model study, especially in Soil 

f'Techanics, has been clearly explained by Roscoe (1968). The 

general 8pproach to model investigations can be divided into two 

groups; the first and most predominant type is that in which 

tests are made at model scale to examine the assumptions that 

have been adopted in theoretical analysis of prototype problems. 

tI ••••• The intention is to cummit blunders on a small scale so 

that profits can be made on a large scale. This approach often 

brings to light unpredictable diffucilties, inspires confidence, 

and provides valuable experience at minimal cost ••..• "(Hoscoe 

1968). But the results obtained from this type of model study 

may be misleading in predicting prototype behaviour if the prin

ciples of similitude are not satisfied. The second approach of 

model investigation is to determine and satisfy the principle of 
/ 

similitude so that the behaviour of a prototype may be correctly 

predicted from the model study. For this to be achieved it is 

necessary to as/sess not only all the physical quantities that 

are relevant to the problem, but also to reduce them to a working 

miniml.,Ull by selecting the most signif icant parameters. 

Consequently, the most valuable results ane obtained from a model 

t .est which can incorporate both of these approaches. 
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Because of the complicated nature of all important soil 

parameters and tha inhomoe;enity and variability of in-situ soil 

deposits, the scope for examining any analytical solutions in 

relation to prototype behaviour is very limited on field scale 

tests. Additionally such a procedure would be extremely expensive 

and slow, since each field problem usually has features, and 

there is little prospect of controllinE, the precise conditions 

under which such tests have been made. Therefore there is still 

great scope for the proper use of model tests in. So~l Mechanics. 

Roscoe (1968) has discussed the detail of the similarity 

condition in Soil Mechanics model studies. This is restated 

below in order to discuss the model system adopted in this study. 

Considering a small element of volume V and the surface area 

of a large body of a saturated soil where; 

A: the porosity 

~: weight of unit volume of the soil material 
s 

f: unit weight of the pore fluid 

i: hydrolic gradient 

u: porewater pressure on the boundary of the element 

k: permeabilty 

z: depth below v.Jater table to point under consideration 

Now let's consider two such homologous elements correspon-. / 

. ding to the prototype and mOQ-el whose linear scale ratio is "h", 

then the volume of the prototype is calculated as Vp= rlvm • Here 

the subscripts lip" and "mil refer ' to the prototype and model 

respectively. ASSUlYling that the material used in the model has 

similar stress-strain behaviour to that of the prototype .material 

then~ 
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0( stress scale factor 

f3 strain scale factor 

5t : trerne scale factor 

Ps : scale factor of unit \veight of solid 

p: scale factor of bulk unit weight 

ff: scale factor of unit weight of pore fluid 

~or similarity, all stresses, including porewattr pressure must 

be to the scale 0(, and consequently all forces to the scale h~ • 

Dealing the self weight of the solid phases requires that 

~sp\l-np) Vp _ h20( (3.1.1) 
~ (l-nm) V(O sm 

if '6sp:Ps~sm is used, the equ'n 3.1.1 becomes 

h 1- np 
0(- D (3.1.2) 

- '-5 1 - nrn 

Likewise, scaling the uplift of the solid phase (l-n)V requires 

and the scaling the self wei~th of the luqmid V requires that 

0( = hD np (3.1.4) 
rf ntyl 

~~om eq'ns 3 .1. 3 and 3.1.4, it is evident that 

np = n(() / ( 3.1.6) 

and from eq'ns. 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 

(3.1.6) 

Considering the bulk unit . weight~of a satureted soil can be 

stated as 

therefore 

<S = n ~f + (i - ()) ~s 

'6 p = P '6m 

f{= R :: P 

(3.1.7) 

(3.1.8) 

(3.1.9) 
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If tne requirements of eqtn 3.1.5 and 3.1.9 are satisfied, then 

eq'ns 3.1.1, 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 can be reduced to 

ex: hp (3.1.10) 

Eq'ns of similarity developed so far have ignored any effects of 

changes in pore water pnessure, i.e. time scale factor. Now it is 

necassary to assume that the fluid flow in both materials governed 

by Darcy's 1 a V·] Q: KiA where Q is the volume of fluid flowing per 

unit time through an area A. IT is essential that the flow nets 

can be similar at instants of time (with a time scale St) and 

equipotential surfaces can be represented as 

Up - 6pZp = ex tJm - Pt ~fm h 2m= constant 

which fulfils the condition of equ'n 3.1.9 and 3.1.10. Since the 

hydraulic gradient is given by i= d~ (u- '6f z) and both u and 'bf are 

now to a scale of ex , it is evident that ip=(o</h)im 

Due to consolidation, the flow net generally changes . with 

time. to investigate this -effect itis necessary to consider that 

the volume (V) of the element alters by fjV in time t6T and that 

the change in volume equals to the net volume of water that has 

emigrated from the element. When the two homologous elements in 

the prototype and model are considered, the changes of volume ~Vm 

and !JVp for a correspondinE time /J Trnand IJ Tp must be such that: 

and from Darcy's law 

i.e. <fi ( J. ))1 h.T 
K ih . -;r 

/ 
(3.1.11) 

(3.1.12) 

Consequently, the scale r for the permeabilities of the prototype 

and model mffidia must be in the ratio; 
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(3.l.l§) 

if the displacements are large, Eeometrical conditions of simila

rity will only ee maintained if the scale factor (SF) for strain 

~:l, and by replacing the fluid by wattr, eqtn 3.1.9 can be 

written as · f=fs:::.~;1 and this reduced Eqtn. 3.1.10 too(:h 

Roscoe further discussed the similarity condition with the 

respect to the critical state concept. He concluded that identical 

strain behaviour may be obtained from the same soil in different 

initial states (i.e. npF nm), when it is subjected to pdoperly 

scaled stress paths. However , when ntnm' the self I,weigth 

. (body force) is not signif icant, the obvious solution is to use 

the prototype material in the same initial state as in the model 

' (i.e. np=nm) and to irnpose the same stresses' on the model as on 

the prototype, thereby ensurmng that ~ remains constant. Under 

this condition 0( = (3 = 1 and the identity of the strain curves in 

the model and prototype is enstU'ed.'l'herefore from the eq t n 

3.1.15, it can be shown that all the tame sGale factors bekween 

the model and prototype should then be proportional to h~ 

3. 2 bOlrJ BED 

, • 2.1 b IHULA T I ON O}' HALE' SP NeE / 
Previous investigators . (Whitaker 57 ,60, baffery anu Tate 

1961, bowers 61) investigated the behaviour of model pile groups 

using quite small containers of remoulded clay each individually 

prepared for a sens of tests on a specific size of pile diameter. 

it'or example, baffery and tate (1961) used a cylindrical container 

48 diameter to 60 alia. deep for 3x3 pile groups of 12 D, 18 D and 

30 D l whel"e D represents pile diameter) embedded lengths and 

spacings varying between 1.5 D and 5 D ; whereas bower (1961) 



used a container of 3 ft in diameter and 4 ft high for each 

test on pile groups consisting of 2, 4, 9 and 16 piles of 

0.5 in and 1.5 in diameters 12,~4, and 36 pile diameter embedded 

lengths spaced ,at 1.5 to 5 D apart. Cons-equently, the results they 

have presente.d were undoubtedly influenced by some interaction 

with the small size of containers used. 

In this study a cylindrical container 380mm in diameter 

(15 D) and with a heigth of 360mm (14 D) was used. 

3.2.2 THE SUBSOIL r·1ATERIAL AND PI?EPARATION 0]' THE BED 

Although it is possible to prepare large clay beds with 

uniform moisture content by careful hand p~mning of small ·size 

grinding clay, such beds are unsatisfacto~ in a number of reasons 

that is production of subsequent identical beds is ver-;l du.bious; 

the manufacturing process is both tedious and uninformative; the 

inclusion of sm~ll hard nodules is difficult to avoid; and 

both the stress history and the stress state in the bed are 

totally unknown. 

v\lbl taker (1957, 1960) well mixed London clay with additional 

water and filled into cylindrical brass containers with loose 

bottoms of brass plate. Each container was slightly overfilled 

·to form a mound above the rim and was covered immediately \~li th a 

sheet of polythene held down in contact with the clay. The contai

ner was then stored from 4 to 6 d'ys before use. Immediately 

before a test, the mound was cut off by means of a vlire and the 

surface struck level with the upper edge of the container. 

Butterfield used an apparatus which is ,in fact, e giant 

doubly drained oedometer consolidating clay slurr:.or. This type of 

clay bed preparation pdocedure has been developed to overcome 

many prdblems of hand-made clay bed preparation. By controlling 

the drainage, adequately homo geneous beds with different moistur 
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contents and undrained cohesive strehgths have been obtained. 

The whole preparetion pdrocedure for aIm-depth bed could 

take up to about three months. 

As the project _was intended to investigate the behaviour 

of model pile systems in a clay soil, remoulded clay from 

Kilyos Uskumru Kay basin was chosen as a suitable material. 

The Clay was obtained from a local brick factory producing 

reflecter brick for inner walls of furnaces, in the form of seing 

grinded and passing completely through no 200 sieve. 

A big mixer (Picture 1) was used to mix the clay with the 

optimum water content value of 25.7 percent. After having mixed, 
.. 

it was poured on the plates (Photo 2) and let in wait approximately 

for 24 hours with a wet towel on preventin~ the clay from the 

loss of humidity. Than the mixed clay was compacted into the 

container according to the number of blows calculated in regard 

to the standard Proctor Energy (see Appendix I). As the final 

step the upper and lovJer lids were shut and a hydrolic constant 

pressure of 4 kg/cm2 0btained from the triaxial test system, was 

applied into the container for 24 hours. 

3.a.3 UNI1,'ORIVIITY OE' THE BED 

·To check the uniformity of the clay bed, as prequisi ti ve teBts, 

37 mm diameter samples were taken along the depth at three 
/ 

different locations. The uniformity of the bed was ~hecked both 

visual inspectio~ and measurement of water content. It was found 

that the technique of preparetion ,was satisfactory and water con 

tent of the filling varied the range 29.9 to 31.8 percent(see Ap~TI) 

:3.2. LJ- PHOPERTIES Ql:' THE SOIL 

The general properties Of the soil investicated by standard 
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Photo 1 . ~eneral equipment of the experiments . 

/ 
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" . 

Photo 2 . '.Llhe cloy mix ed \,lith v'Flter 8t optimum content . 

/ 
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laboratory tests.~he results of Sieve and Hydrometer analysises 

(see Appendix III) shoved that the soil has a percentage of 

20.l ' of clay. 

soil: yello,-" remoulded clay from Kilyos Uskumru Kay basin 

passing completely throue;h no 200 si8ve (after 

grinding in a brick factory) 

optimum water content: 25. 7~fJ. 

density: 1.701 gr/cm3 

.LL: 69 % 

P l.J: 29 70 

PI: 40 70 

~he mean water content profiles of the clay bed obtained 

at three different locations are shown in Appendix II. This table 

illustrates that the mean waetr content approximately equals to 

30 lO. 

'1'0 obtain a reliable value of c for the cla.y, undrained 

triaxial tests were conducted on samp.les 37 mm in diameter and 

75 mm heigth. 'llhe cell pressures were 2.5, 3.5 and 5 kg/cm~ The 

mean c value was found to be 0.2 kg/cm2
• 

3.3 IVIEASURENENT OF THE LOAD-DISPIJACEfIiIENT MECHf\,:t1ISH 

3.3.1 lIEHERAL 

Piles are test loaded ' for thr;ee main purposes : 

1. to determine the load-settibement relationship, particu

larly ~n the ree;ion of working load, 

2. ~o serve as a proof test to ensure that failure doesnot 

occur bef ore a load selected multiple (factor of safety) 

of the chosen working load. 

3. To determine the real ultimate bearin~ capacity for 

checking of the value calculated fDom pile drivin~ formu~ 
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Many different test methods are used in the current 

practice. The most commonly used test method in North Aderica 

is the BloVJ fJlaintained-l.Joad test (Glow 1'11 test) recommended by 

the American bociety for ~esting and Materials (AbTM). Another 

well known test is the Constant-Rate-Of-Penetration test (Cl~ ~est) 

which is first devised and presented by Whitaker (1957,1963) and 

Whitaker and Cooke (1961). A third test method is the ~~edish 

Cyclic test. These three tests can be said to present basic test 

types. A combination is the Qm.ick fJIaintaned l.Joad test which can 

be achieved a considerable saving of cost and time as the test 

can be completed during one working day. 

3.4.2 BLOv-1 l:'-1L TEST 

~he pile is loaded in eight equal increments to 200% of 

the anticipated working load of the pile. ~hen, the load is 

removed in four equal decrements. ~ach load is to be maintaned 

until the rate of settlement is decreased to 0.3 mm/hr.,i.e., 

.0.05 mm/IO min or for 2 hours, whichever occurs first. 'llhe 200~b 

load is to be maintaned in 24 hrs. The test takes about 70 hours 

or more to perform, depending on conditions. 

3.4.3 S\vEDISH CYCLIC T·EST 

The pile is first loaded at a certain small load~ equal to 
/ 

about one-third of the anticipated load of the IJile. It is then 

unloaded to one-half of this value. This is repeated 20 times 

and as each individual cycle takes 20 min, the loads will be 

higher than in the f irst. ~his goes on 20 cycles for each load 

combination until I'failure" is reached. (for example 40-20,60-30, 

80-40, 100-50 tons ••.. ) 
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3.4.4 CONSTANT-RATE-OJ?-PE'NE'llHATION TEST 

Generally, in load testing of soil structures, there is 

time dependence of the displacement produced by a load increment 

due to (i) soil consolidation (i.e. dissipation of pore water 

pressure) and (ii) the secondary creep deformation of the soil 

skeloton under constant effective stresses. 

~he extremes of beh~viour due to consolidation can be 

spanned by creating either very "rapid" loading (i.e. undrained) 

conditions or very "s1dw tf (drained) conditions. Any influence of 

secondary creep can be detected by perfor mine slow tests at 

.different rates • .in the absence of "creep" sucll sfow tests 

should produce identical results. buuh an investigation :l3 only 

possible in pile systems by using constant rate of displacement 

testing; on whic!1 the pile head velocity is the independent 

variable. The Maintained load tats are not at all suitable for 

this purpose. 'l'herefore all load tests on single piles and pi Ie 

groups in this study were performed at a constant rate of penet

ration (displacement) (CRP). 'l'he CRP test has been used by many 

investigators (\Jhitaker and Cooke 1966, baffery and Tate 1961, 

~omlinson 1970, ~utterfield and Johnston 1973) to explore 

the uBC of pila systems. 

v~lhitaker (l957,19~3) first deyised and described the basic 

principle of such tests applied to piles. lnthe CRP test, the pile 

head is forced tb penetrate the soil at a constant velocity, 

normally 0.5 mm/min and the force ' required to achieve the penetra

tion is continuously recorded as a dependent variable. 

Whitaker (1963) mentioned that the purpose of CRP t(::st was 

to determine the UBC of the pile, and the force penetration 

curve obt&ined from this test did not represent an equilibrilm 

elationship between load and corresponding settle~ent found.by 
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maintained land test. 

The main mel-it of the CI?P test is that it givef3 a result of 

ultimate load which is generally capable of interpretation without 

diffucult. 

The settlement of a pile head obtained under CRP testing 

should be the immediate settlement as commented on by Whitaker 

and Cooke (1961), however it has already been shown that the 

major part of the settlement of a sine;le pile occurs on immediate 

loading under undrained condi tions (\-Jhi taker and Cooke 1966, 

Poulos and Davis 1968) 

3. 5 DRIVING EQUIPr·1ENT 

The model piles used in experrements are hollow steel pipes 

having an outer diameter of 26 mm, a thickness of 2 mm and a 
o 

length of 10 D. The pile tips produced to make a cone of 45 were 

attached to one end and the ouJlIer ends (pile heae s) were closed 

with a circular rnetalic plate having the same diameter and a 

thickness of 2 mm. 

~'or the operation of model pile dri vine; , a simple tripod 

like driving system with an ordinary revolving reel, was intented 

After the calculations, a cylindricRl metal mass was produced as 

well for the sake of the idea that it be used as a free - fall 

hammer. / 

During the driving process, for having the piles driven ver

tically, wooden 'guides were used. Taking the three spacing 

between the piles into consideration, 2 cm thick cylindrical 

wooden plates were cut in diameter of the container and on them 

holes were opened to put 5 cm-long iron rings~ each with Rn inner 

diameter I mm greater than that of piles. 
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Also, during the driving process, a metal cab was used 

so that the pile heads would not possibly undergo harm nor they 

would be deformed. 

3.6 TESTING PROGRAMME 

The study covered the three major topics below: 

A. ~o determine the UBC of single piles with a small LID 

ratio under vertical loads applied axially and related 

to driving energy and time • 

.1). to determine the UBC of pile groups under vertical .. 

loads axially and the effects of driving energy, 

pile spacing, number of piles and time on uBC. 

u. ~he interaction between individuals in a group _ 

D. To determine the reeion of Linear-elastic behaviour 

(vJorking load capacity) of single pil~ and pi Ie groups . 

3 • 6. 2 'l'HE SETT IN G UP Oil' LATIN SQUARE 

Since the aim of this study was to find out how the 

bearing capacity of single piles and pile groups was effeGted by 

dri ving energy, pile spacing, nunlber oJ piles in a group and time 

these f01Jr factors were taken as the independent variables. 

'llhe uBC, on the ot~er hand, VIas the / dependent variable. '1'0 be 

able to understand how much these four independent variables 

would effect the bearing capacity, .Latin ~quare ( a statis-

tical analysis method), set up vIi ih three levels of the variables, 

\vas used as an experimental method. This method had been used 

widely in some soil mechanics before. (X)investigations before(X) 
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latin square might be Ci ven as fo110\t'IS: 
Sj s2 sa 

1 st. bXp. (E i t 1 ) 2nd. (:I~~2 t2 ) 3rd. (}.;3 1'3 ) 

1st. Exp . (E3 t2 ) 2nd. (Ei t3 ) 3rd. (E2~ 
Ist.Exp. (E2t3 ) 2nd. (~3 tj ) 3rd. (E1 t 1 ) I 
s: sr..&.~ing between two piles from center to center 

~: 1.5 D (diameter), Si 2 D, 8 3 : 2.5 D 

n: number of piles in a ~roup 

n
1

: single pile, n2 : 2x2 pile ~roup, n3: 3x3 p.g. 

~: drivinE ener~y 

~2: the value corresponding to the same driving 

enerGY found after calculations. (see App IV) 

E i : half of the calculated energy 

E · 3 • 
one and a half of the calculated energy. 

t: time factor 

t1: considered to be zero (hov8ver, rie;ht after 

the dri vine; process, since the cc.::!.triner 

,,,,as put in the compression test mac·" .ine 

e;iven a constant rate of ~enctr3.tiop and the 

measurement cae;es were set up in nearly 15 

min.,the time ~ero happene~ to be 1/4 hrs.) 

t2: 2 days (48hrs) alter driving 

t3: 5 days (120 hrs) after driving • 

. (X) -K tll'!1bdsa.r 8.nd Ifoe;rol, 19-66, " Zemin cinsininpenetrD syon mukave
metine etkisi" 

-'l'iirnay , lv1 . ,1973, IICorre1~tion-ReGressio~ of soil t:rpe, Precon
solidatlon stress and Granulornetrlc pnrcunetcrs 
"lith swelling of ~'ine-e;rained soils", .Proc. of 
the 3rd Int. Coni. on Expansive Doils, vol 5 
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3.6.3 TESTING ROUTINE: 

One of the three guides Giving the neces~ary spacing for 

the e:A.rpfJriment was placed on the container and fixed v\li '::h two 

clamps (Photo 3 ). 'l'hen, the tripod-like drivinlS sys cern wes plac,ed 

over the container in a W8~ that it provides a vertical fall of 

the hammer. 

Taking the ~istance between the pile head and the ha~mer 

constant, the hammer was let fall free from the required fall 

height, and the pile was driven. After driving process, the clamps 

and wooden guide were taken out (Photo 4 ) and with regard to the 

necessary \-,ai tine; time, the container was placed into the compres-
0; 

sion test machine which can give a cORstant-rate-of-penetration 

at a wide range of velocity. 

During the loading process two different ga~es were used 

(Photo 5 ) and so the measurements were obtained. The container 

was arisen up':!ards with a velocity of 0.02 mm/min.IIere might be 

seen a reverse situation compared to tne nature. The deformation 

of the pile, that is, the penttration into the clay was a rel&ti-

ve behaviour. The load gage placed on the pile head was, ~n fact, 

a steel ring with an extensiornetre inside it. 

The distance taken by the container during its movement: 

upwards measured in milimetre \lvi tn an extensiometre placed on the 

edge of the container. ~he value read from the ga~e on the ~ile 
/ 

head was a negative rising because of the compression in tte gage . 

The difference between them was the actual displacement of the 

pile (or group) (Photo 5). 

After changing the displacement measurements read from the 
:' 

load gage on the pile head into ~eal loads, a load-displace~ent 

curve has been obtained. 
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• 

Photo 3. The container with a guide before drivlng process 

/ 
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Photo 4. ~he container after driving of a 3x3 pile group 

/ 
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I 

Photo ~. ~est-loading 
of the container with piles 

/ 
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CHAPTER 4: INTERPRETATION AND CO~1PRASION OF RESULTS 

4.1 INTRODUCTTON 

In th_is chapter, the experimental results and theoretical 

values presented and after a comparison they are interpreted. 

4.2 bINGLE PILL~ 

4.2.1 GENERAL 

'l'he tests of the single isolated pile were made to determine 

the validity of the theoretical bearing capacity analysis and to 

sedve as a comrarison for the group tests. 'l'heee single pile 

t.ests were perf ormed for this purpose. 

1st experiment of single piles was performed with 

driving energy: ~1(half of the calculated energy) 

vITai ting time t 1 (tmmediately after driving) 

2nd experiment ofsingle piles was performed vIi th 

driving energy: ~2\the calculated energy) 

waiting time t2t2 days after driving) 

3rd experiment of single piles was performed with 

driving energy: ~3(one and a half of the calculated) 

waiting time t 3 (5 days afterdriving) 

/ 
4.2.2 'lHEORETICAL BE.ARING CAPACITY OF A SINGLE HODEL PILE 

As it \lIas , explained in Chapter 2, ultimate end-bearing 
, 

resistance of a single pile can be calculated by meRns of the 

formula 2 . 3 . 3: 

qu= w Nc cb 

where Nc :9 , the normally accepted BC factor for clay 

c : the shear stren3th taken from the mean shear strenEth 



w 
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depth profile given by triaxial compression tests 

a coeffi cient for mOdifying cbchane:ing between 

0.7~ w ~1.0 

~aking Nc :9, c: 0.2 kg/cm and w:l 

qu:l.80 kg/cm~ 

Now,the ultimate base resistance of pile is 

Qbu::quAb :1,80.1T. (2,6/2): (1,8<)). (5.31) 

Qbu= 9,56 kg. 

~he ultimate shaft resistance of a pile can be calculated by 

using eq'n 2.3.5 

Q :0( C As 
SI) . 

where As: shaft surface area in contact with the soil 

c mean cohesion over the len~th 

eX non-dimensional adhesion factor (0. 2~ 0< ~ 1 GYI)ically) 
2 ~ 

After substituting the values of A: 212,5 em, c: 0.2 kg/em and 
s 

~:L (chosen according to the value of c ) in the eq'n 2.3.5 

Q : 212,5 x 0.2 x 1 su 

Qsu : 42,5 kg 

'llhe load carried by the pile is . the sum of the ultimate 

shaft resistance (frictional resistance) and the base resistance 

~iven in the eq'n 2.3 5 

Pu= QsJ Q bu 

11 : Lj·2, 5+ 9, 56 = 52,06 kg. / 

4.2.3 HESUI-lTS 

The load-displacement curve which was obtained by loading 

of sinEle pile driven and tested by the variables of the first 

experiment shows that, (.B'igure 1) the UEC reaehed is 61,12 kg. 

ll'he Linear-elastic behaviour is valid in the refrioh up GO 33 kr:: 
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and constffitutes 54 percent of UBC . 

'llhe UBC of the second experiment (Figurre 2) is 5L~ . 96 kg . 

'llhe ].Jinear-elastic behaviour region is observed in the region 

up to 45 kg. 'llhis meets to 81 ~'&of UBC. 

In the third test, 'lIne UBC is (58, Ji-2 kg and in the region 

up to 44 kg~~inear-elastic behaviour is seen (figure 3) . rHis 

consists of 75 percent of the UBC. 

4. 3 PILE GROUPt) 

1.{- . 3 ~ 1 'lIRE T}J3TS 0111 2x2 PIIJE GROUP 

'llhe three tests which "'Jere performed for 2x2 pile g~oup 

take place in the second row of ~atin squares . ~ach test was 

performed according to the values in the cell and the spacing 

values which come across to the columns in which they exist . 

\see chapter 3.6.2 ) 

1st experiment of 2x2 group was performed with 

driving energy: E3 (one and a half of the calculated) 

waiting time 

spacing 

t2\2 days) 

01(1 . 5 Ddistance between piles from 

. center to center) 

rhe load-displacement curve which was obtained by 

loading of 2x2 group driven and testeyi by these variables shows 

that, the uBC is 226.8 kg. rhe Linear-elastic behaviour lS valid 

in the region up -eo 120 kg and this constitutes 53 percent of the 

u~C in this test.(~igure 5 ). 

2nd experiment of 2x2 group was performed with 

driving energy: Ei 

wait~ng time t 3 (5 days) 

spacing 82 (2 D ) 
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and the UBC in this test is 197.7 kg. ~he Linear-elastic 

behaviour is observed in the region up to 141 kg. 'llhis meets to 

71 percent of UBC.(~igure 6 ) 

3rd experiment of 2x2 pile group 1JlaS performed ' wi th 

driving energy: ~2 ' 

waiting time t1 ( zero time) 

spacing 

UBC in this test is 216.36 kg and in the region 

up to ,141 kg . Linear-el-astic behaviour is seen. 'llhis consist 

65 percent of the uBC.(~igure 7 ) 

Later another test was made to obtain a comrarison and 

to be able to contribute to the interpretation of test results. 

In this test the variables of the third test were use«, but the 

only change was the doubling of the spacing to 5 d. 'l'here was 

an increas~ at UBC with the increase of spacing and ?40.7 kg 

uBC was reached. Linear-elastic behaviour was seen up to 176 kg. 

which consists of 73 percent of uBC of this test. 

4.3.2 'llHE 'rESTS OF 3x3 PIIJE GROUP 

'the tests which were made for 3x3 pile group take place 

in the third row of Latin square. 

1st experiment of 3x3 pile e;roup was performed with 

driving energy: E2 

waiting time t3 l5 days) 

spacing 

uBC : 41i·7.12 kg 

Linear-elastic behavio~IT region limit: 250 kg 
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2nd experiment 01 3x3 croup "'Jas performed with (]'igure 10 ) 

d~iving energy: ~3 

vJai ting time ti(zero time) 

spacing 

uBC : 498.06 kg 

linear-elastic behaviour region limit: 274 kg 

3rd experiment of 3x3 group was performed wi th (.B'igurell) 

driving energy: nl 

w~iting time 

spacing 

UBC: 471.24 kg 

t 2 (2 days) 

D3 (2.5D) 

Linear-elastic behaviour region limit: 290 kg 

4. 4 .hl)'l~ICIJ:'J~GY IN GHUUPS 

Several ef ficiency formulas have been developed in the 

past 30 years for the, behaviour of pile groups. These formulas 

do not take ihto account the length of piles and the effect of 

varied and complex soil conditions. Among these methods 'l'he 

Converse-Laberra Formula which is the best known is derived 

under the assumption that the area of the pile available for 

developing shear is reduced by the influence of adjacent p~les 

in the same ro\.,r as the subj-ect pilei and by the closest pile of 

the adjacent row. Eor two piles 

.c:fficiency = 
'llotal circumf erence - 2 x (non-acting area) 

Total circumference 

~or 'n' piles in a single row and ' m' piles in 'n' rows 

D ~n (n - 17 - (m - 1) nl 
};ff iciency = n = 1 - arctan- 90 mn j 

"L 25 
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where D: diameter of a pile 

~: spacing between two piles from cehtre to centre 

~'or· 2x2 pile group Efficiehcy factors of eacb spacing is as foililoW5 

for D 1 : 1 •. 5 D fl : o. 795 
1. 

D2 : 2 D ~2: 0.844 

l.' • 2.5 D ~ :O.87LJ· °3 · .J 

0 : 5 D ~:0.915 

and the theoretical group values for 2x2 groups : 

(number of piles X (theoretical UBC X(efficiency 
Qeff:: in a group ) of a single pile) factor) 

for 
OJ. : 1.5 D Qefr= 152. 03 .kg 

s · 2 • 2 D ~ff: 161. 4 kg 

8 3 : 2.5 D Q'tif: 107.14 kg 

D : 5 D ~f(: 175. 0 kg 

,l!'or 3x3 pile . groups, .t.;fficiency factor for each spacing and the 

bearing capacity values related with that efficiency factors 

have been calculated as the following: 

for D1 : 1.5 D ?:0.726 
1 

o · l • 
2 D q :00792 

2 

Q • 
10,3 • 2.5 D rz): 0.832 

• 
and the bearing capacity values: 

for Di : 1.5 D qff : 312. 4 !g 
B • 2 • 2 D 0telf : 341 • 3 kg 

03 ': 2.5 D ~ff: 358. 5 kg 

4.5 BLOCK Jj'AIIJLJ.HE Ol~ HUD.0..L P lL~ liROUPS 

'i'he experimental results and the interpreta.tion of Latin 

square remind tbe possibility of "block fClilure ti case. Therefore 

b 'd' the groups to behave as a 'unit' for 1.5 D and 2D yconsl erlng -
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spacings, the theoretical bearing capacities were calculated 

to make a comparison. The formula given by Terzaghi (1943). 

_Qg =qd BL 1- Df (2B t2L). s 

where B: width of the pile group 

.L: lehc;th of the pile c;roup 

s: avara~e shearing resistance of soil per unit area 

qj UbC, per unit area, of a rectangular loaded area 

wi th depth L 

, After substituting the values for 2x2 pile group 

at 1.5 D spacing: 

Q9~1.8x(2.5 D)x(2.5 D)+26(2x2.5 D+2x2.5 D)(0.2+0.0017tan¢ 

Q9 : 76.05 + 139.25 = 215 .3 kg 

at 2 D spacing: 

Q9:1.8x(3D)Xl3D)+ 26x(2x3D+2x3D)x(O.206) 

Q9 :: 109. 51+ 167. 1 = 276.6 kg 

Now, the same calculations for 3x3 pile ~roup 

at 1.5 IT spacing: 

Q
9 

::1. 8x (4D)x (4D) + 26x (2x4D+?x~·D)x (0.206) 

Q~:: 194. 7+ 222.8 = ~-17. 5 kg 

4. 6 REt)UL'l'b Oll' LA 'l'IN bQUAH~ 

'llhe sine;le pile tests were coiducted to form a basis of 

comparison. because the spacing has no contribution in single 

pile tests, the effect of spacing will not be included in our 

fir~t analysis. After replacing the UbC values obtained for aach 

test at Latin square (~he values in the second and third rows of 

}d'q uare s were 0 b tained by di viding the exp erimen tal UjjC 

by total number of piles in that group) : 
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1:,1 ~2 ~3 'n'totals El E B 't'totals 2. .3 

n 1 61.12 54.96 58.42 174.5 tj 61.12 54.07 55.34 170.53 

n2 49.42 54.07 56.7 160.19 tl 52.36 514.96 56.7 160.02 

n3 52.36 49.68 55.34 157.33 t3 49.~-2 ~-9. 68 7·8.42 157.52 

162.9 158.66 170.46 492.07 162.9 158.71 170.46 492.07 

The ansurn of squares for each veriable are computed as follows 

forspacing ~ _ 167.5
2 

159.722 164.85
2 

492.0'12 

L,.S- + + - .£ -
3 3 , 3 9 - 10.43 

for number of pi1e~ n :0 174.5
2 

+ 160.19
2
+ 157.33

2
_ 49 2 .OZ" 

3 3 3 9 56.19 

2. 2 2. " for energy5 162.9 158.71 170.46 492.07 
L E = 3 ... 3 +- 3 - 9 ::. ' 23. 64-

2. 2. 2 
for time .L.t = 170.53 + 160.02 + 157.52 _ 492. ot_ 

3 3 3 9 - 28.14 
'2 2 '2 2 :1 2 = (61.12)t(54.96)+(58.42)~(49.42)~(54.07)t(56.7)~ Total 
2. 2 :2 2 

(52.36)+ (49.68)+(55.34)-(4-92.07 19):: 118.47 

The ahalysis-of-varience table is the following: 

sum of Dee;rees of Mean F ratio 
squares freedom square 

number of piles 56.418 2 28.209 5.32 ) F = 3.00 
·15 

e~ergy 23.818 2 11.909 2.24 

time 28.14 2 14.07 2.65 

residual 10.602 2 5.301 

Total 118.978 / 

As can be seen from the F ratio column, in 8 comparison 

at 75 percent confidence level, I n I (number of piles) only has a 

meaning as obvious,Driving enerey (E) and time (t) have no meaniJ 

at this confidence level. So it can he concluded that the levels 

of driving energy and '\tJai tinr: time chosen for these tests, didn' 
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have a meaningful ~ffect to the uBC of model piles. 

Another analysis can be conducted to investigate how the 

independent variables effect the stress-strain relationship Df 

model piles. ~he part of stress-strain relation that is relevant 

to the pile design i~ its elastic region. ~o if the values of the 

load at which ~he stress-strain (load-displacement) curve deviates 

from the linear zone are placed in the latin square, the following 

is obtained. 

33 45 

40.99 35. 33 

17.4 17.8 

E3 time totals 

44 

35.61 

18.9 

122 

111.93 

54.1 

33 B5.33 

17. '+ 45 I 

40.99 17.8 

18 .. 9 

35.6] 

44 

'n'total5 

87.23 

gS.Ol 

102.79 

totals 91.39 98.13 98.51 It: to~ts 91.39 98.13 98.51 
288.03 288.03 

'llhe analysis-oi-varience table is the follovJing: 

sum of Dee.;ree~ of Mean F ratio 
squares freedom square 

number of piles 895 .124 2 447.56 15.65 > ~'5= 3. 00 

enere;y , 10.696 2 5.34 0.18 
F :: 1.00 

time 42.352 2 21.17 0.74 -50 

• 
Residual 57.179 2 28.59 

Total 1005.351 

The fact that, F ratio val-ti'es obtained for ' E 'and 't' 

were smaller than the value 1.00 for 50 percent confidence level 

which was already a sm3l1 value to compare, shows all those 

independent variables (E and t) have no effect or contributiop 

to the limit loads f6r Linear stress-strain behaviour. To obtain 

obtain the same results from two different analysises supports 

the fact that, the different values chosen for driving energy 
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and time effect for these model tests are unsuitable to make a 

contribution. The reason is that, the time period for driving 

process provides time enough f or dissipation of pore water pres

sure (lasting approximately 4 hrs for driving of B 3x3 pile group). 

So it i'S very hard to investigate the effects of driving energy 

and time factors within a single drop hammer driving system in 

such kind of model tests. 

Excluding the single pile tests, 2x3 Latin ::quares were 

set up and analysis-of-varience were made. 

2x3 Latin Square analysis of which UBC of each test divided 

by number of piles in each group is ~iven as: 

S3 I S I total 

56.7 Li-9.42 54.07 160.19 

49.68 5:~ . 34 52.36 157.38 

'n' totalsl06.38 104.76 106.43 

The analysis-or-variance table is given as: 

sum of Degrees of IVJean F ratio 
squares freedom square 

number of piles 1.316 1 1.316 0.062 < F = 2. ~)7 
-15 

spacing 0.902 2 0.451 0.02 

residual LI-2.309 2 21.154 

Total LJ-ll .528 / 

Again F ratio values in a comparison at 75 percent confidence 

level have no meaning. Another 2x3 Latin Square analysis made 

using Linear-elastic behaviour region limits obtained by visual 

inspection is the follwing: 



n3 

S .1 

30 

27.77 

'n' totals 57 .77 

L+0.97 

30 .4L\. 

71.41 

4-0.97 

32 .?2 

73.19 

' S 'total 

111.94 

90.4·3 

202.37 

The analysis-o~-&Yriance table is given as: 

nUmber of. piles' 

spacing 

residual 

sum of 
squares 

77.11 

71.16 

19.10 

fJ.'otal 167.37 

Degrees of 
freedom 

1 

2· 

2 

lvlean F ratio 

77.11 

35.58 3.72 

9.55 

F ratios of both number of piles and spacing effect at 75 percent 

confidence level have a meaningful effect to Linear-elastic 

behaviour region limits. Hor number of piles, this relation is 

more dominant. 

Briefly, f rom the results of 2x3 Latin Square analysis, 

it was found that the UBC was not effected by the levels of 

variables chosen. VJhereas a E;ood relation was found between 

number of piles, pile spacing and Linear-elastic behaviour region. 

4.7 COI'JfPARISON OF' THE THEORETICAL AND l~PERIr:IENTAL nmULTf' 

The theoretical UHC of a single pile has been calculf1.ted as 

equRl to 50.2 kg. It was seen that / tha average of maximum bearing 

capacity of single piles obta~ned in three tests is 15 percent 

in excess with regard to calculated theoretical value. 

In 2x2 pile groups, for 1.5 D spacin~ , the experimental 

value of 226.8 kg is 42 percent in excess with re~ard to the 

theoretical one calculated by the Converse- Labarre group efficiency 

formula {159. 6 kg). But again, the experimental UBC is 2 percent 
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greater according to the theoretical one calculated according to 

~erzaghi's block failure formula. ~n this case, an existance 

of a great difference between the e;roup efficiency value and 

the experimental result's being 2 percent greater accordin~ to 

the theoretical "block failere" value, shows that a IIblock failure" 

case is valid for 1.5 D spacing of 2x2 pile group . ~or 2 D spacing 

the experimental result (197.7 kg) is 16 percent greater when 

compared with group efficiency value. In addition, the experimen

tal result is 32 percent less than the block failure value(290.2 

kg). 'l'hat means there is no block failure at 2D spacing. ,rlor 2.5D 

spacing, the experimental result (216.36 kg) is 23. percent (!;reater 

according to the group efficienc y value (175.5 kg). A result 

(240.6 kg) which is 30 percent greater according to group efficien

cy value, has been obtained in 5D spacing test which was performed 

to make a comparison and which was not seen in l.Jatin Squares. 

lt was observed that percentage of the difference between experi

mental results obt~ined for four different spacing and theoretical 

values increase with the increase of spacing. 

'l'he results obtained from 3x3 pile group tests are the fol

lowing. ~Ior 1.5D spacing, the experimental result (4L~7.1 kg) is 

36 percent in excess with regard to the theoretic£ll group effi-

ciencl value. ~he former- on the other hand, i3 2 percent in 

excess with re~8rd to block failure value. ~herefore, the fact 

that, a ublock fa ilure" case ' is valid for 1.5 D spacing is conclu

ded • .b"or 2 D sl)acing, the experimental result with ree;ard to 

theoretical ~roup eff iciency value is 40 percent in excess (357.8 

and 498.06 kg). 'l'be block failure seeHlS to have been brouGht on 

tbe platform due to excessive divergence of 40 percent and accor

ding to the cRlculations, the experimental result has reached 

82 percent of group ~enc value (with missine 18 percentage) 
1c)lIu(e. 
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'l'his mie;th be interpreted as; the spacing that the typ e of group 

failure changes is a very close point to 2 D spacing for 3x3 

group. lfor 2. 5 D spacing, the excess in the experimental result 

is . 25 percent with regard to the croup efficienc~ value and this 

is nearly the same with the excess of 23 percent obtained at 2.5 

D spacing of 2x2 pile Eroup . 

'l'he difference of 15 percent between the experimental results 

and theoretical values of single piles has remained the same for 

2 D spacing in 2x2 pile group (16 fo) . Hut, as for 2.5 D spacing 

of groups, it has increased to 23-25 percent and it is noticable 

that this result increases as the pile spa cine:; increases. -This 

increase migth be interpreted as the outcome of the smaller 

dimensions of the container effect the UBC of pile groups . In 

2x2 pile group, a block failure has been seen at 1.5 D spacing. 

In 3x3 pile -group, however, the spacing that the type of group 

failure changes is seen close to 2 D spacing. 

4.8 HEGIONS OF IJ I FEAR- EIJASTIC D111AVIOUR 

Butterfield (1979) has presented the linearity of his 

load-displflcement curves that, IIthis was remarkably good to a 

nominal working load of 0.5 QuIt' where Quit for an 'r' pile group 

was arbitrarily assessed at l\Jxthe load capacity for a single simi

lar pile and in fact, the line8rity extended to about O.6xQ ••• 11 

, / . ult 

~he Linear-elastic regions inspected visually are given as: 

S 8 2 
L' 

1 103 jVlean ratio 

2x;2 p. group .L~H limit 120 l~-l 141 

ratio to Quit .57 6 0 . 67 0 . 67 0.64 Qult 

3x3 p. group .LEBR limit ?50 27~- 290 

rt=!.tio to 0 \ult 0 . 53 0 . 58 0.61 0.57 Quit 
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~aking the averaBe of the two mean ratio of Linear.elastic behav~ 

our region limits to Q~t : 

(O.6L~ + 0.5716=·60 QuLt 

~he ratio is satisfactorly in agreement with the comment given 

in the literature. 

f 

/ 
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Migure 4. The load-displacement curve 
of Sin~le pile tests . 
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(nun) 

li'i~;ure 12 . The load- disp lacement curves 

of 3x3 pile groups 
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CHAPTER 5. ' CONCLUSIONS 

A model scale study of the ultimate bearing capacity of 

single piles and pile groups with R small LID ratio in clay 

under vertical 'and axial loads was per formed. It 'rlas investie;ate 

how pile spacing, number of piles, drivine; energy and time facto 

effected the ultimate beRring cflpflcity. In this study a p8rticu

lar statistical analysis method called Latin Bquare was used. 

blDce the time period for drivin~ process provide~ ti~e 

enoufh . for dissipation of pore water pressure (lasting 8pproxima 

tely four hours with such a single drop hammer driving system), 

it is very hard t6 investi~ate the effecti of driving enerBY and 

time factors in such kind of model tests. 

l!'rom the results of the Bnalysis of 2x3 Latin square , it 

was found that the ultimate bearing cap8city was not' effected 

by the levels of the chosen variables, whereas the Linear-elasti 

behaviour region limit was rel8ted to the number of piles and 

pile spacing. 

b'Or 2x2 pile group , at 1.5 D (diRmeter) sp8cing, block 

failure and at greater sp~cings (i D, 2.5 D, and 5 D) failure 

of single piles (~roup efficiency behaviour) was observed. lror 

3x3 pile f,roups, at 1.5 D spacing , again block failure was seen . 

~_'he spaeinE thRt the type of group failure chf"lne;es "'.T8S close to 

2 1) spacinp;. .1.he failure of single piles was observed for 2.5 D. 

frhe 1.Jinear-elastic behaviour limits obtElined by visual 

inspections are sa.tisJactorily in age:reement with the comment 
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given in the literature and equa~s to: 

0 . 6 x l'Jumber of piles in group x the load capaci ty of a single piie 

~ince the soil container was of limited size, an increase 

in experimental bearing capacity has been observed with increasing 

pile number and increasing spacing between piles. 

/ 

• 

/ 

.. 
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.APP~""NDTI I 

(C~lcu18tion of Comp8ction enercy) 

'l'he norrlinel compaction enere;y supplied at proctor tests: 
/ 

number of blows(75) x weigth of hammer(24.5N) x heigth of drop(. 
BE: -----------------------------------------------------------------

Volume (9. L+4xl07 

CE::: 593.7 kJ /m3
::: 593700 J/m3 

3 
Volume of the contHiner: 0.03532 m 

If the volumes are replaced to find 

blows for the same energy: 
3 X x 24.5N x 0.305m 

593700 Joule/m : ----0-.-0-3~5-3-2--m~3-----

'number of 

where X equals to the number of blows necessary tro e;ive SRme ener9'J 

X : 2807 blows 

fo r 9 layers of compaGtion: 

x : 2807/9 : 313 blows for each layer. 

/ 
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J\PPENDIX II 

(\Jater content chan[e along the depth ' o~ the container) 

Depthlcm) 1st loc. 2nd loc. 3rd loc. 

bottom 0-2 29.5 29 . 9 30.1 

2_1+ 30 .2 29. L/_ 29.7 

LJ--6 29 .7 29.5 29 .9 

6-8 30 .6 30.1 30 .1 

8-10 29.4 30.1 29.8 

10-12 29.8 29.1 29.5 

12-14 29.9 29.4 30.2 

14-16 30.5 29.8 30 .5 

16-18 30 .1 ;)0.3 29.8 

18-20 29.5 28.9 29.9 

20-22 30.2 30.1 30.6 

22-24 29.6 30.4 30.3 

24-26 30 .1 29.3 30.2 

26-28 30 .2 29.8 29.2 

28-30 30 .1 29.8 30.3 

30-32 30 .9, .29.5 30.5 

32-33 31.5 ' 32 .2 32.7 

33-34 42.0 42.5 43.9 

/ 
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APPENDIX III 

Grain size analysis-hydrometer method 
-

ljrne EI~p5ed Actual Corr. Hyd. L J< 
of Teff)p. Corr. frOff) Lit 70 time Hyd. /iyd 

0-;0 O(\~~ {r()f) ~bJe D./1)I() 
\ ' 

(tic. re5ld;"9 tabe FH>et" reaolng rnin. re&d;ng Finer "en({. 
R 

9. LJ-B 

9 .l~9 1 15 53 LJ-3.9 86.92 54 7.4 7. L~ .0141 .038 20.60 

.50 2 15 49 39.9 79.0 50 8 .1 4.05 II .028 18.'12 

.51 3 15 45 35.9 71.0 46 · 8.8 2.93 1/ .02LJ- 16.e5 

.52 4 15 43 33.9 67 .12 LJ·LJ· 9.1 2.275 1/ .021 15.91 

.56 8 15 39 29 .9 59.2 40 9.7 1.2125 " .015 14.03 

10.03 15 15.5 36 27.0 53 .46 37 10.2 0.68 I' . 012 12.61 

.18 30 15.5 33 24.0 47 . 52 34 10c7 0.36 /I .008 11.26 
I 

.48 60 16 29 20 .1 39.8 30 11.4 0.19 /I .006 9.43 

11.48 120 17 25 16.3 32 .27 26 12.0 0.10 • OlLi 1 . 004 7.65 

13.48 2LJ-O 19 22 13.7 27.13 23 12.5 0.052 .0136 .003 6.~3 

17.48 480 20 18 10 29.8 19 13.2 0.0275 .013LJ· .002 I 4.69 I 

- , 

G of solids: 2.70 a: 0.99 

Dispersin~ agent: Na SiO Amount: 4 ~b in 125 f!11 

\v't . of soil, V.J : 50 / 
Zero connection: 8 IVleniscus correction: 1.0 

-

~ 
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APPENDIX IV 

Calcmlation of Driving ~nerr;y for the {"'lodel Piles: 

'llhe ~ne;ineering-l\le\-ls 11'ormula in metric system is 

WxH -: R x ( s 2. 5 ) 

where H = \rJeie:th of the hammer 

Ii : heigth of fall of the hammer 

R =- the dri vine: resistance 

s =- the net distance the pile is driven by a blow. 

~aking R equals to the bearing capacity of the single model pile 

and s=O.l cm. 

v; x H = 67 . 67 kg cm. 

'l'aking W equals to 1 kg. 

Ii ::: 70 cm. 

necessary driving energYt~2): The fall of hammer from 70 cm heigt 

half of driving energy(~!): The fall of hammer from 35cm heigth 

d h 1f D (~.) ~he f 11 f h f 105 h' t one an a 8. • enerf,Y\D.3 : _ n 0 ammer rom cm , . e·lg 

/ 
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